An investigation of density fluctuations and electron transport in the Madison Symmetric Torus reversed-field pinch
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The origin of large scale density fluctuations and their role in electron transport has been investigated in the Madison Symmetric Torus reversed-field pinch [R. N. Dexter et al., Fusion Tech. 19, 131 (1991)]. At medium frequencies (10–30 kHz), \( \tilde{n} \) is associated with core-resonant magnetic fluctuations having poloidal mode number \( m = 1 \) and toroidal mode numbers \( n = 6–10 \). These chord-averaged density fluctuations are shown to be coherent with large scale radial flow fluctuations, permitting fluctuation-induced particle flux of the form \( \langle \tilde{n} \tilde{\nu}_r \rangle \) to be studied. In the edge, although amplitudes are large, \( \tilde{n} \) and \( \tilde{\nu}_r \) are out of phase, consistent with advection of the mean density gradient by perturbed magnetic field lines and no electron transport. During improved confinement discharges, produced by inductive current drive, both fluctuation amplitudes and the total radial electron flux are greatly reduced over the entire plasma cross section. © 2001 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1378328]

I. INTRODUCTION

The strategy for managing fluctuation-induced electron transport in magnetically confined plasmas consists of three parts: characterizing the origin of density fluctuations, understanding the link between these fluctuations and electron transport, and developing methods for controlling the fluctuations that cause transport. These issues are of particular importance for the reversed-field pinch (RFP) in which magnetic and electrostatic fluctuations are believed to drive substantial particle and energy transport. Although there is much circumstantial evidence for fluctuation-induced electron transport throughout the plasma, direct measurements have been limited to the plasma edge. These studies concluded that the particle and heat transport due to magnetic fluctuations are both small in the edge of the RFP but that electrostatic fluctuations are large.4,5

The best indication that fluctuations contribute to transport in the core comes from the observation that modifying the current density profile to reduce core-resonant magnetic fluctuations also reduces anomalous energy and particle transport.6–8

In this paper, we examine large-scale density fluctuations throughout the plasma using a high speed multichord far-infrared (FIR) laser interferometer. Interferometry has been used previously to study density fluctuations9–11 and their relationship to transport12–14 for standard discharges in the ZT-40M RFP.15 In the present study, we investigate the spectral content and underlying cause of the measured density fluctuations, the link between these fluctuations and electron transport, and the reduction of both fluctuations and electron transport via current profile modification.

To understand the origin of the measured density fluctuations, we make extensive use of correlation techniques. Correlations between toroidally and poloidally displaced interferometer chords yield toroidal and poloidal wave number spectra. The links between magnetic and density fluctuations are investigated by correlating individual FIR chords with an array of magnetic coils. Finally, we gain insight into the origin of density fluctuations by correlating the interferometer chords with chordal measurements of the radial flow velocity. Moreover, this correlated product of density and radial velocity fluctuations also yields an important component of the fluctuation-induced particle flux.

Using these techniques in the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST),16 we find that large-scale density fluctuations \( (\tilde{n}) \) fall naturally into three groups corresponding to low, medium, and high frequencies. Low frequency fluctuations (<10 kHz) result from both time variation of the spatial mean and poloidally symmetric fluctuations resonant in the edge. Density fluctuations at medium frequencies (10–30 kHz), are coherent with the core-resonant magnetic tearing modes and have poloidal mode number \( m = 1 \) and toroidal mode numbers \( n = 6–10 \). Though resonant in the core, these fluctuations are truly global, extending out to the edge, and play a central role in RFP confinement. At frequencies above 30 kHz, \( \tilde{n} \) is composed primarily of edge \( m = 1 \) fluctuations.
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with a broad toroidal mode number spectrum.

In the medium frequency range, density and magnetic fluctuations are very coherent. By correlating individual interferometer chords with individual toroidal harmonics, obtained from a magnetic coil array, we can extract the density fluctuation associated with each core-resonant mode. Upon inversion we obtain radial profiles of the density fluctuation amplitude. We observe that the density fluctuation profiles are generally hollow and are more hollow for larger toroidal mode numbers. The hollow profiles are the result of a large advective component—the large equilibrium density gradient in the edge being deformed in space by the perturbed magnetic field lines. The fact that the profiles are more hollow for higher \( n \) numbers is consistent with the expectation from magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) computation that the peak of the radial magnetic fluctuation profiles move out in radius for higher \( n \).

Chord-integrated density and radial velocity fluctuation measurements are also coherent in the medium frequency range, thus permitting fluctuation-induced transport \( \left( \left\langle \vec{n} \vec{v}_r \right\rangle \right) \) resulting from core-resonant modes to be studied. In the edge, \( \vec{n} \) and \( \vec{v}_r \) have large amplitudes but are \( \pi/2 \) rad out of phase, which is consistent with both advection of the mean density gradient by perturbed magnetic field lines and no particle transport. This, in combination with earlier probe measurements, demonstrates that core-resonant modes do not produce any measurable edge transport of any kind—magnetic or electrostatic. In the core, the velocity measurements are difficult to interpret conclusively (due to the effects of chord averaging) but suggest that density and flow fluctuations are in phase, implying fluctuation-induced electron transport by core-resonant modes. Estimates of core fluctuation amplitudes indicate that the total electron flux measured in the core could be accounted for by fluctuations of this type. These measurements support the notion that transport is accomplished by locally resonant modes.

Using pulsed poloidal current drive (PPCD) in MST, discharges with reduced magnetic fluctuations and improved confinement can be obtained.\(^6,7\) We observe that the equilibrium radial electron flux is reduced more than an order of magnitude in these discharges. Concurrent with this change, density fluctuations in all frequency ranges and at all radii are reduced. Moreover in the medium frequency range, the phase of the core-resonant density fluctuations change by \( \pi/2 \) rad relative to the edge. This indicates a change in the origin of the fluctuations and, when combined with the amplitude reduction, a reduction of core fluctuation-induced electron transport by core-resonant modes. This constitutes the first direct measurement of reduced core fluctuations and electron transport in PPCD discharges.

In what follows, we describe the diagnostics (Sec. II) and analysis techniques (Sec. III) employed in this work. We then present in Sec. IV, the wave number and frequency decomposition of the measured density fluctuations. The relationship between density and magnetic fluctuations, including radial profiles of individual core-resonant density fluctuations, is presented in Sec. V. The connection between density and velocity fluctuations and the resulting fluctuation-induced electron flux is presented in Sec. VI. Finally in Sec. VII, we report on the reduction of density fluctuations and total electron fluxes in discharges with reduced magnetic fluctuations and transport during auxiliary current drive experiments.

II. DIAGNOSTICS

Determination of the density fluctuation origin and the resulting fluctuation-induced transport requires simultaneous measurements of density, radial velocity, and magnetic field fluctuations, as well as the electron ionization source profile. For a complete description of the diagnostics and analysis techniques the reader is referred to Ref. 17. Here we briefly describe the interferometer used to measure density fluctuations, the Doppler spectrometer for impurity ion flow velocity fluctuations, and the magnetic coil array for magnetic fluctuations. We also describe the \( H_p \) and soft x-ray arrays which provide a measure of the electron source profile based on electron ionization from neutral hydrogen or deuterium and impurities.

A. The far-infrared interferometer

The FIR laser interferometer is a vertically viewing heterodyne system\(^8,9\) that measures chord-averaged electron density \( \langle \vec{n} \rangle \),

\[
\vec{n} = \left[ \int_{-L/2}^{+L/2} n_e(z) dz \right] / L, \tag{1}
\]

where \( z \) is the vertical coordinate, and \( L \) is the chord length through the plasma. The dual laser cavities are operated at wavelengths near \( \sim 432.5 \) \( \mu \text{m} \) (694 GHz) with a 750 kHz interference frequency. Eleven chords are separated into two arrays (Fig. 1), toroidally displaced by \( 5^\circ \), viewing impact parameters ranging from \( r/a = 0.62 \) inboard to \( r/a = 0.83 \) outboard, where \( a \) is the plasma minor radius (\( a = 0.52 \) m). With the assumption of up-down symmetry, these chord-integrated measurements can be inverted to yield equilibrium electron density profiles.

A digital phase extraction technique\(^10,11\) is used to provide a high frequency response for the study of density fluctuations. With a maximum frequency response exceeding 500 kHz, the primary limitation of the system becomes the chord-averaged nature of the measurement, which severely attenuates the small-scale fluctuations with frequencies greater than 200 kHz. This attenuation is observed when comparing the power spectra from the FIR and edge Langmuir probe measurements. Because of the insensitivity to...
FIG. 2. Impurity profiles of C V and He II for standard confinement low current plasma discharges, computed from MIST.

very high frequency, the FIR system is typically operated with a frequency response of 250 kHz, which is well suited for the detection of the large-scale, lower frequency (<30 kHz) fluctuations that are dominant in the MST.

B. The Ion Dynamics Spectrometer (IDS)

The Ion Dynamics Spectrometer is a custom designed, high throughput, Doppler spectrometer that measures chord-averaged impurity ion temperature and flow. The fast time resolution (∼10 μs) allows the IDS to resolve radial velocity fluctuations relevant to fluctuation-induced transport. Though a chord-averaging diagnostic, radial localization can be enhanced by monitoring different impurities and charge states. For example, He II, which is primarily located in the edge, is used for radial probing; for central probing, C V or C VI, which has a broad profile in the edge, is used.

C. Magnetic coil arrays

The dominant magnetic fluctuations in MST arise from the core-resonant resistive tearing modes. These modes are global and are monitored by an extensive array of magnetic pickup coils located at the plasma boundary. A 32-position toroidal array and a 16-position poloidal array are available to monitor the equilibrium and fluctuating magnetic fields. The multicoil array permits the magnetic fluctuations to be decomposed into their Fourier harmonics, allowing the poloidal (m) and toroidal (n) mode number spectra to be determined.

D. Multichord \( H_a(D_a) \) array

The electron source profile from neutral hydrogen or deuterium is measured with a nine-chord array of filtered monochromators that detect \( H_a(D_a) \) emission. The monochromators, designed for simplicity, utilize a narrow bandpass filter and a high speed photodiode to make quantitative measurements of \( H_a(D_a) \) photons. For the temperatures of MST plasmas, the \( (H_a) \) emission is proportional to the ionization of neutral hydrogen. Signals from the multichord system are inverted to yield local source rates from neutral hydrogen. A novel feature of the \( H_a(D_a) \) array is its collinear arrangement with the FIR interferometer (meaning the \( H_a \) detector looks along the same chord as the FIR interferometer). By simultaneously measuring electron density and hydrogen ionization in each chord, asymmetric sourcing issues become much less important when calculating the radial electron flux.

E. X-ray diagnostics

Plasma electrons are also generated by ionization of impurities. In MST, the dominant contributions arise from aluminum, carbon, and oxygen. Three soft x-ray filtered spectrometers, collecting light from three chords viewing impact parameters of \( r/a = 0.02, 0.40, \) and \( 0.77 \), are used for absolute flux measurements from K shell transitions of Al XII, O VII, O VIII, C V, and C VI. Transitions from these states are well characterized, and the absolute flux measurements can be converted into impurity charge state densities. This information, along with electron density and temperature measurements, is used to constrain impurity fractions via the Multi-Ion Species Transport (MIST) code. In general, electron sourcing from impurities in standard-confinement discharges is negligible when compared to the contribution from ionization of neutral hydrogen. However, during PPCD, neutral hydrogen densities in the core drop to such low levels that sourcing from impurities becomes important.

III. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Extensive signal analysis was employed to extract ensemble-averaged characteristics and radial profiles of the density fluctuations. In addition to the usual correlation techniques, outlined in Sec. IIIA, we are able to compare the density fluctuations with individual toroidal harmonics of the magnetic fluctuations measured with a 32-position coil array and extract a toroidal mode number spectrum of the coherent density fluctuations. Once isolated, this coherent part, which is related to the global magnetic fluctuations, is used to extract radial profiles of the density fluctuations from the chordable measurements (Sec. III B).

A. Fluctuation and correlation analysis

To obtain meaningful statistics, correlations between fluctuating quantities are collected from large data ensembles. For this technique to be effective, it is important that the parameters in each data sample be similar. Periodic relaxation events, or sawteeth, are a robust feature of MST plasmas (Fig. 3). During the flat-top phase of the discharge, when the plasma is nearest to steady state, the sawtooth cycle is very regular. The sawtooth crash time is a natural refer-
ence point about which to construct similar realizations. During PCCD discharges when the sawteeth are suppressed, realizations are chosen based on the PCCD firing time.

The correlation procedure for standard discharges amounts to segmenting the data into windows centered around the sawtooth crash time. Realizations (i.e., data segments) are chosen which begin 2 ms prior to a sawtooth crash and end at the crash. If required, the signals are frequency filtered, and the correlated products are ensemble averaged. This process yields a coherence amplitude and phase between the two fluctuating quantities and can be conducted in either the time or frequency domain. Correlations for PCCD plasmas are conducted in an identical manner with the exception that the time window is 3 ms wide, beginning 4 ms after PCCD starts.

Errors associated with this correlation technique are accurately described by Poisson statistics. The noise baseline for the coherence amplitude between two signals is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of realizations (i.e., $N_{\text{en}}^{-1/2}$). The baseline has significance in determining the reliability of the phase measurement. The relative phase has meaning only if the amplitude of coherence is above the noise. Most of the ensembles presented in this study were obtained from over 400 events, yielding a noise baseline of about 0.05.

In addition to determining general coherent similarities between independent measurements, this correlation technique can be used to isolate fluctuation components of a specific helicity when a correlation with global magnetic modes is present. Since the magnetic coil arrays are used to decompose the magnetic fluctuations, as measured at the plasma edge, into their principal Fourier harmonics, correlation between any harmonic and a fluctuating quantity yields the coherent component with a given helicity.

### B. Extracting density fluctuation profiles

Once the coherent part of the density fluctuation with a given $m$ and $n$ has been extracted, the local fluctuation profiles can be determined. The inversion method is similar to that used to obtain equilibrium density profiles with the exception that the helical nature of the perturbation must be considered. For fluctuations known to be poloidally symmetric (i.e., $m = 0$), up/down symmetry is maintained and the inversion proceeds as it would for the equilibrium case. However the core-resonant tearing modes are $m = 1$, and with symmetry violated the inversion process must be modified. This is accomplished by assuming the density perturbation takes the form of

$$n(r) = n_0(r) + \tilde{n}(r) \cos(\omega t + m \theta + n \phi + \delta(r)), \quad (2)$$

where $\phi$ and $\theta$ are toroidal and poloidal angles, and $\tilde{n}(r)$ and $\delta(r)$ are the radial functions of the amplitude and phase of the density fluctuation.

A chord integrated measurement of this perturbation can be written as

$$I(x) = I_0(x) + \bar{I}(x), \quad (3)$$

where

$$\bar{I}(x) = \int_{-L/2}^{+L/2} \tilde{n}(r) \cos(\omega t + m \theta + n \phi + \delta(r)) \, dz. \quad (4)$$

Here, $x$ represents the impact parameter of the chord, $L$ is the chord’s path length through the plasma, and $z$ is the vertical coordinate. With a little algebra and a change in integration variable, Eq. (4) can be expressed as

$$\bar{I}(x) = \bar{I}_{\text{amp}}(x) \cos(\omega t + n \phi + \Delta(x)), \quad (5)$$

where we have introduced a chord-integrated amplitude,

$$\bar{I}_{\text{amp}}(x) = 2x \left[ \left( \int_{x}^{+L/2} \tilde{n}(r) \sin(\delta(r)) \frac{r}{\sqrt{r^2 - x^2}} \, dr \right)^2 \right. \left. + \left( \int_{x}^{-L/2} \tilde{n}(r) \cos(\delta(r)) \frac{r}{\sqrt{r^2 - x^2}} \, dr \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}. \quad (6)$$

and phase

$$\Delta(x) = \tan^{-1} \left[ \frac{\int_{x}^{+L/2} \tilde{n}(r) \sin(\delta(r)) \frac{r}{\sqrt{r^2 - x^2}} \, dr}{\int_{x}^{-L/2} \tilde{n}(r) \cos(\delta(r)) \frac{r}{\sqrt{r^2 - x^2}} \, dr} \right]. \quad (7)$$

To extract the local density $[\tilde{n}(r)]$ and phase $[\delta(r)]$ profiles, we distill Eqs. (6) and (7) into a more usable form. This is accomplished by relating the products of $\bar{I}_{\text{amp}}(x)$ and the sine and cosine of the phase arriving at

$$\bar{I}_{\text{amp}}(x) \sin(\Delta(x)) = \int_{x}^{+L/2} \tilde{n}(r) \sin(\delta(r)) \frac{r}{\sqrt{r^2 - x^2}} \, dr \quad (8)$$

and

$$\bar{I}_{\text{amp}}(x) \cos(\Delta(x)) = \int_{x}^{+L/2} \tilde{n}(r) \cos(\delta(r)) \frac{r}{\sqrt{r^2 - x^2}} \, dr. \quad (9)$$

At this point, Eqs. (8) and (9) can be inverted in a manner similar to that outlined by Barr$^{27}$ to yield

$$\tilde{n}(r) \sin(\delta(r)) = -\frac{r}{\pi} \int_{x}^{\pi} \frac{d}{dx} \left( \frac{\bar{I}_{\text{amp}}(x) \sin(\Delta(x))}{2x} \right) \frac{dx}{\sqrt{x^2 - r^2}} \quad (10)$$

and

$$\tilde{n}(r) \cos(\delta(r)) = -\frac{r}{\pi} \int_{x}^{\pi} \frac{d}{dx} \left( \frac{\bar{I}_{\text{amp}}(x) \cos(\Delta(x))}{2x} \right) \frac{dx}{\sqrt{x^2 - r^2}}. \quad (11)$$

By correlating the fluctuating part of the integrated electron density with a specific Fourier component of the magnetic fluctuations $(\bar{I}_{B_{m,n}})$, the chord integrated density fluctuation amplitude $(\bar{I}_{\text{amp}})$ and phase $(\Delta)$ can be isolated. Having obtained the products $\bar{I}_{\text{amp}} \sin(\Delta)$ and $\bar{I}_{\text{amp}} \cos(\Delta)$ for each chord, an Abel inversion is conducted, and the radial functions $\tilde{n}(r)$ and $\delta(r)$ are extracted.

### IV. DENSITY FLUCTUATION CHARACTERISTICS

During standard discharges, the chord-averaged density fluctuation amplitudes range from $\sim 3\%$ in the core to about $30\%$ at the edge (Fig. 4). The frequency spectra for three
different impact parameters ($r/a = 0.11, 0.54, \text{and} 0.83$) are shown in Fig. 5. Clearly, the measurements at different radii are sensing different fluctuations. The measured fluctuations fall naturally into three groups: low ($<10$ kHz), medium ($10–30$ kHz), and high ($>30$ kHz) frequency.

Low frequency fluctuations are present at all radii. Correlations between different FIR chords (Fig. 6) demonstrate that these fluctuations are highly coherent and in phase across the entire plasma column (i.e., $m = \text{even}$). Recalling that the interferometer is composed of 11 chords separated into two toroidally spaced ($5^\circ$) vertical viewing arrays, two-point techniques can be applied to arrive at the toroidal mode-number spectrum. Figure 7 shows the average toroidal mode number versus frequency for an impact parameter of $r/a = 0.58$. We see that for frequencies below 10 kHz, the fluctuations are dominated by low toroidal mode numbers. Figure 8(a) shows the toroidal mode-number spectrum, at 3 kHz, for the same chord location. The spectrum is peaked strongly at $n = 0$, which corresponds to changes in the equilibrium. However some power is clearly present at $n = 1–3$. These measurements indicate that fluctuations in the low frequency range arise from a mixture of slow changes in the mean density and long wavelength, poloidally symmetric, $m = 0$ modes which are resonant near $r/a \sim 0.85$ where the toroidal magnetic field reverses.

Fluctuations in the medium frequency range ($10–30$ kHz) are of a different nature. Figure 5 shows that a peak appears at these frequencies in all but the central chords. The correlation of inboard and outboard chords, shown in Fig. 6, reveals that these fluctuations are also highly coherent across the entire plasma column but are $\pi$ rad out of phase (i.e., $m = \text{odd}$). Determination of the phase between all FIR chords show definitively that these fluctuations exhibit an $m = 1$ nature. From Figs. 7 and 8(b), one can see that the toroidal mode number spectrum of these fluctuations peaks around $n = 6$ and is broader than the spectrum at low frequency. The frequency and wave-number characteristics of these fluctuations correspond very well with the core-resonant modes which dominate RFP behavior. In Sec. V, we demonstrate that the density fluctuations in this frequency range are indeed well correlated with global core-resonant magnetic fluctuations. The lack of appreciable signal in central channels is due to the insensitivity of these chords to $m = \text{odd}$ perturbations.

Finally, we examine the character of fluctuations at frequencies above 30 kHz. These exist in all chords to some extent but are present at large amplitude only for those in the edge. The coherence between inboard and outboard chords (Fig. 6) is lower than that of other frequency ranges, indicating these fluctuations are more localized with shorter correlation lengths. Examination of the phase shows that the fraction which is coherent has an $m = 1$ character. The mean toroidal mode number is large ($n \sim 35$) and the mode spectrum is very broad. These features are consistent with short wavelength electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations, particularly the $m = 1$, high $n$ fluctuations resonant in the edge on either side of the toroidal field reversal surface ($r/a \sim 0.85$).

![FIG. 4. Total chord-averaged electron density fluctuation amplitude from 1 to 100 kHz in both standard and high-confinement PPCD discharges. Averages obtained from 405 standard and 243 PPCD discharges.](Image)

![FIG. 5. Chord-averaged density fluctuation ($\delta$) amplitude spectra for impact parameters of $r/a = 0.11, 0.54, \text{and} 0.83$. Amplitudes obtained from 477 realizations yielding a noise baseline of $-0.1 \times 10^{-16} \text{ m}^3 \text{ kHz}^{-1}$.](Image)

![FIG. 6. Coherence amplitude (a) and phase (b) between $r/a = 0.62$ inboard and $r/a = 0.83$ outboard FIR chords. Both chords are at the same toroidal angle. Ensemble consisted of 477 events with noise baseline of $-0.045$.](Image)

![FIG. 7. The average toroidal mode number ($n$) and wave number ($k_r$) for impact parameter $r/a = 0.58$. Here, the average mode number is defined as the average of the measured $n$ spectrum at a given frequency.](Image)
V. CORRELATION BETWEEN DENSITY AND MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS

We now describe the relationship between the observed density and magnetic fluctuations. In general, we find little correlation in the low and high frequency ranges. For frequencies of 10–30 kHz, however, density and magnetic field fluctuations are strongly correlated.

To determine the spatial harmonic content of the density fluctuations which arise from the global magnetic tearing fluctuations, we correlate the chord-integrated FIR measurements with the decomposed Fourier harmonics of the magnetic fluctuations obtained from the 32-position toroidal array of coils. The density fluctuation power that is coherent with \( m = 1, n = 5–15 \) core-resonant tearing modes is displayed in Fig. 9, along with the total and incoherent fluctuation power for impact parameters of \( r/a = 0.11, 0.54, \) and 0.83. We see that the center-most chord is poorly coherent with the magnetic fluctuations due to the insensitivity of central chords to \( m = \text{odd} \) perturbations [Fig. 9(a)]. At larger impact parameters, virtually all of the power between 10 and 20 kHz is coherent with \( n = 5–15 \) modes [Fig. 9(b)]. In the plasma edge, the density fluctuations are less coherent with the core-resonant tearing modes as the relative contribution from smaller scale magnetic and electrostatic fluctuations increases [Fig. 9(c)].

Figure 10 contains the radial profile of the total, coherent, and incoherent density fluctuation power between 10 and 30 kHz. Again, we see in the core that virtually all the observed density fluctuations are incoherent with the \( m = 1, n = 5–15 \) tearing modes. However, as the impact parameter increases, the coherent fraction rises to a peak value of \( \sim 90\% \) at \( r/a \) of \( \sim 0.6 \), only to fall at the extreme edge where the contribution from small-scale, high \( n \) fluctuations becomes more prominent.

The correlated product of the density and magnetic fluctuations can be used to extract the radial fluctuation profiles [\( \tilde{n}(r) \)] as discussed briefly in Sec. III B. In standard discharges, the radial fluctuation profiles for the \( m = 1, n = 6–9 \) helicities are broad, with amplitudes \( \sim 1\% \) [Figs. 11(a)–11(d)]. The density fluctuation profiles are hollow for all \( n \). As will be shown in Sec. VI, a large part of the observed density fluctuations arise from advection of the mean density gradient by perturbed magnetic field lines moving past the interferometer. Hence, the amplitude is largest when either the density gradient or the radial magnetic field fluctuation is large. In MST the density gradient is largest in the edge, and therefore the density fluctuation profiles tend to be edge peaked. An interesting feature is that as \( n \) increases, the profiles become more hollow. This is consistent with the profile of radial magnetic field fluctuation moving out in radius for higher \( n \). Such is expected from MHD computation and the simple fact that modes with higher \( n \) are resonant at larger radii.
VI. CORRELATION BETWEEN DENSITY AND RADIAL FLOW FLUCTUATIONS

We have established previously that the density fluctuations in the medium frequency range are associated with core-resonant tearing modes. Because of the global nature of these modes, it is possible to combine measurements made at different poloidal and toroidal positions to investigate the origin of the density fluctuations and their role in electron transport. In this section we report measurements of the plasma flow, which, when combined with measurements of density and magnetic field, give insight into the origin of the observed density fluctuations. We find that in the edge, the fluctuations are consistent with advection of the mean density gradient and no electron transport. In the core, the density fluctuations appear to be of a different origin and the relative phase between \( \tilde{n} \) and \( \tilde{v}_r \) allude that they may be inducing particle transport.

A. Relationship between density and radial velocity fluctuations

As discussed earlier, we employ fast Doppler spectroscopy to measure the chord-averaged radial flow of impurity ions. Because emission profiles are broad and measurements are made on a central chord, only odd \( m \), large-scale fluctuations contribute significantly to the measured radial velocity. This is acceptable for measurement of core-resonant modes. Core and edge information is obtained by collecting light from different impurities as described in Sec. II B. To interpret the results, we assume that the fluctuating radial electron and impurity ion flow velocities are equal, as occurs if the flow arises from a fluctuating \( E \times B \) drift. This assumption follows from MHD modeling of the RFP and is consistent with probe measurements conducted at the extreme plasma edge.\(^{28,29}\)

The edge radial velocity fluctuations, measured via He II emission, are coherent with the core-resonant tearing modes. Moreover, these radial flow fluctuations, \( \tilde{v}_r \), are in phase with the fluctuations in radial magnetic field, \( \tilde{b}_r \), demonstrating a consistency with ideal MHD which predicts \( \tilde{v}_r \propto k_{\text{parallel}} \tilde{b}_r \).

Combining edge measurements of density, radial flow, and radial magnetic field, we find that \( \tilde{n} \) is \( \pi/2 \) rad out of phase with both \( \tilde{v}_r \) and \( \tilde{b}_r \). In addition, the density fluctuations are large in the region where the equilibrium density gradient is maximum. These results strongly suggest that these coherent edge density fluctuations result from the advection of the equilibrium density gradient, i.e., \( \tilde{n} \propto i \tilde{v}_r \nabla n_o \propto i k_{\text{parallel}} \tilde{b}_r \nabla n_o \).

Information on the core \( \tilde{v}_r \) is obtained from C V emission which comes primarily from the region \( 0 < r/a < 0.8 \). We find that \( \tilde{v}_r \) averaged over this region is very small. Since measurements with He II, which sample \( r/a > 0.6 \), have already established the existence of radial velocity fluctuations in the edge, the nearly null result implies a radial velocity fluctuation whose phase changes by \( \pi \) in the core. This phase shift is consistent with the idealized picture of a tearing mode in which \( \tilde{v}_r \) changes sign across the mode’s resonant surface. Complete measurements of the radial profile of core-resonant \( m = 1 \) velocity fluctuations await diagnostics with improved radial resolution.

Existing observations of the density and velocity fluctuations in the core indicate that these density fluctuations are of a different nature than those in the edge. The density, radial flow, and radial magnetic field fluctuations are all in phase (or \( \pi \) out of phase). The core density fluctuations cannot arise from advection of the equilibrium gradient but are instead the result of either compression, coherent fluctuations in the particle source term, nonlinear coupling, or some combination of these. This is significant since advection of equilibrium gradients cannot induce particle transport whereas these other effects may.

B. Fluctuation-induced electron transport

The phase relation between density and radial velocity fluctuations also provides key information on the fluctuation-induced particle transport (Fig. 12). The mean radial particle flux can be broken into two terms:

\[
\Gamma_r = \langle n \nu_r \rangle = \langle n \rangle \langle \nu_r \rangle + \langle \tilde{n} \tilde{v}_r \rangle.
\]

The first term is the flux due to transport of the mean density by mean radial flows and the second is the flux due to correlated density and flow fluctuations. Fluctuations can contribute to both terms although they appear explicitly only in the second. Since we measure both \( \tilde{n} \) and \( \tilde{v}_r \) for core-resonant modes, we can compute the contribution of density fluctuations to particle transport.

The second term in Eq. (12) can be represented as
FIG. 12. Radial profile of the phase, averaged over 477 events, between the chord-averaged density fluctuations ($\langle \bar{n} \rangle$) and edge radial velocity fluctuations ($\bar{v}_{\text{edge}}$).

$$\langle \bar{n} \bar{v}_r \rangle = \gamma |\bar{n}| |\bar{v}_r| \cos(\delta_{nu}),$$  

(13)

where $\gamma$ is the coherence amplitude and $\delta_{nu}$ is the phase between $\bar{n}$ and $\bar{v}_r$. Since $\delta_{nu} \approx \pi/2$ in the outer region of the plasma ($r/a > 0.6$), the particle flux due to core-resonant density fluctuations is measured to be small. Therefore, although the core-resonant modes are relatively large in the edge, they do not cause particle transport. This is consistent with the idea that magnetic modes do not produce transport far from their resonant surfaces.

In the plasma core, where the modes are resonant, the density fluctuations exhibit a $\pi/2$ phase shift relative to the edge. With $\delta_{nu} \approx 0$, $\bar{n}$ and $\bar{v}_r$, couple to drive particle transport. Although the magnitude of $\bar{v}_r$ in the core is unknown, estimates suggest that $\langle \bar{n} \bar{v}_r \rangle$ could be enough to account for all particle transport inside $r/a \approx 0.40$.

VII. REDUCTION OF DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS AND ELECTRON FLUX WITH AUXILIARY CURRENT DRIVE

The application of auxiliary current drive (PPCD) in MST has been shown to reduce magnetic fluctuations and improve global confinement substantially. As shown in Fig. 4, density fluctuations are also reduced dramatically throughout the plasma. The density fluctuations associated with the core-resonant tearing modes drop by more than an order of magnitude and become more edge peaked [Figs. 11(a)–11(d)]. Local amplitudes range from $\sim 0.05\%$ in the core to about $0.1\%$ near the edge. A remarkable feature that appears during PPCD discharges is that the radial phase shift in $\bar{n}$ vanishes [Fig. 13(b)]. This suggests that $\bar{n}$ and $\bar{v}_r$ remain out of phase much deeper into the core. The change in phase, coupled with the order of magnitude reduction of $\bar{n}$, indicates that the fluctuation-induced electron transport due to core-resonant density fluctuations is greatly reduced in the core.

The dramatic decrease in the fluctuation amplitudes during PPCD is accompanied by similar reductions in the total radial electron flux ($F_{\text{e}}$). Figures 14(a)–14(c) present the electron density, source and radial flux profiles as measured in both standard and PPCD-induced higher confinement plasmas. In standard plasmas, the electron density profile is flat over much of the plasma cross section with a very steep gradient at the edge. The electron source profile, which results primarily from the ionization of neutral hydrogen (deuterium), is edge peaked but with substantial sourcing occurring in the plasma core [Fig. 14(b)]. This results in radial electron flux, shown in Fig. 14(c), that ranges from $\sim 2.0 \times 10^{-20}$ m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ in the core rising to $\sim 3.0 \times 10^{-21}$ m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ at the plasma boundary. During PPCD discharges, when the density fluctuation amplitudes are reduced, it is quite common to see the electron density increase by as much as $50\%$. In an attempt to maintain similar profile amplitudes for both cases, the initial fueling was reduced such that at peak confinement, the total particle content would be comparable. As a result, the electron density profiles measured during auxiliary current drive have similar magnitudes, but unlike the standard case, show a hollowness developing in the core [Fig. 14(a)]. This gradient formation in the core is a clear indicator of confinement improvement. Moreover in the core, the electron source drops dramatically [Fig. 14(b)] as the contribution from neutral hydrogen (deuterium) ionization falls to such low levels that virtually all core sourcing results from impurities. The overall radial par-
ticle flux also drops [Fig. 14(c)]. In the core, the reduction is almost two orders of magnitude, yielding an average flux \( \sim 2.0 \times 10^{18} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \) for \( r/a < 0.3 \).

VIII. CONCLUSION

In summary, simultaneous measurements of the fluctuating density, radial velocity, and magnetic field elucidate the cause of the density fluctuations and electron transport in the RFP. We find that density fluctuations fall naturally into three categories corresponding to low (\(< 10 \text{ kHz}\)), medium (10–30 kHz), and high (\(> 30 \text{ kHz}\)) frequencies. The fluctuations in the 10–30 kHz range are dominantly core resonant and are highly coherent with both magnetic and velocity fluctuations. Moreover, these fluctuations are advective in the edge but not in the core. Direct measurement of \( \langle n v \rangle \) in the outer region of the plasma reveals that density fluctuations associated with core-resonant magnetic fluctuations do not cause measurable electron transport at the edge. In the core the radial velocity measurements are inconclusive, but suggest that density fluctuations do contribute to significant transport in standard discharges. During PPCD discharges, in which auxiliary current drive is applied to improve global confinement, the radial electron flux decreases dramatically throughout the plasma. Furthermore, density fluctuations decrease, and the phase of the fluctuations changes in the core. This indicates a severe reduction in the fluctuation-induced electron transport in the core.

An important caveat to these measurements is that the chord-averaged nature of the density and velocity fluctuation measurements limits the spatial resolution. Hence these measurement techniques are only appropriate for large-scale fluctuations. Therefore, more localized fluctuations which may drive transport are not addressed here. Additional diagnostics, such as charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy and a heavy ion beam probe, are being applied to provide better localized measurements of both density and velocity fluctuations.
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